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Printability of Defects in Optical Lithography:

Polarity and Critical Location Effects

Vincent Mastromarco

ABSTRACT - For optical projection printing, defects in proximity to features show a substantial inten

sity perturbation due to the nearly coherent interaction of the electric fields from the defect and the

feature[l]. The characterization of defect interactions with features is dependent on the positioning and

polarities of both defect and features. Using SAMPLE two-dimensional aerial image simulation and

resist development simulation along critical cross sections, algebraic models have been established and

verified that predict defect-induced linewidth variations.

In investigating the effects of various polarity situations of defects near line edges, the analysis

reduces to the case of a clear defect against an opaque background and the case of an opaque defect

against a clear background. Both cases gave the same linewidth variation versus defect size, such as

— = 10% for a 0.23 X/NA defect Critical location effects were explored using defects between two

adjacent features ata minimal spacing. For defects less than 0.12 X/NA the results follow the algebraic

model for single feature interactions. In particular, the resist line edge opening at the substrate follows

the 10-15% intensity contour and is independent of defect type. Fbr larger transparent defects, the resist

dissolution phenomenon make transparent defects more forgiving up to a catastrophic size of 035

XJNA. However, for opaque defects, a defect size as small as .17 X/NA can be catastrophic. This

enhanced defect printability is due to the impact that the reduced maximum intensity has on the dissolu

tion process' ability to clear the resist between features.

1. Introduction

For optical lithography at the sub-micron level, the tendency for a defect to print is dependent on

whether the defect is a pin-hole through which light passes or a particle that blocks the passage of light.



Also, if the defect is near another feature, the contributions from the electric fields from both the

feature and defect will effect the composite light intensity on the resist The result will be a variation in

the location of the edge of the resist We call this variation the "linewidth variation". By convention, a

pin-hole that is large enough to print will cause a negative linewidth variation because it will recede the

edge of the resist A particle that is large enough to print will cause a positive linewidth variation

because it will laterally increase the resist

The coherent interaction of electric fields has been investigated and a formula for predicting the

composite intensity at a location anywhere along the cross section between the defect and the feature

"has been derived[l]. This degree of coherence is defined by the dimensionless parameter u^. u^ can

assume a value between 0 and 1. Also, an equation for predicting the linewidth variation has been

developed. This equation makes use of the coherence parameter \ixS and the intensity contributions of

both defect and feature where the intensitycontribution is the square of the electric field contribution.

Further investigation of the effects of polarities and positioning of defects is needed to verify

these existing equations and to determine critical situations that would arise if a certain size defect of a

given polarity is located in a particular location between features. Therefore, in this report, we investi

gate the validity of the linewidth variation formula[l] developed by Neureuther et al for opaque defects

and characterize the resulting effective mutual coherence parameter u«ff. The effect of defects in criti

cal locations is then explored using defects between parallel lines. Finally, SAMPLE resist profile simu

lations are utilized to examine the degree to which dissolution phenomena result in line edge position

deviations from threshold intensity contours.

2. The effects of different polarities on linewidth variation

2.1. Introduction

As depicted in Figure 1, four polarity cases can be described. Upon careful examination, only two

distinct cases need be considered: (1) a clear defectagainst an opaque background near an edge,and (2)

an opaque defect against a clear background near an edge. This realization becomes evident when one

notices that the two cases describing a clear defect are essentially the same image with a rotation of



180 degrees. This same observation holds for the two cases of the opaque defect

The intensity plots that have been generated using the 2D simulation program are dependent on

the defect size D, the numerical aperture NA, the wavelength, the defocus distance d, the reduction fac

torM, and the partial coherence factor. All intensities have been normalized so that a clear mask has an

intensity level of 1, and all distances and sizes are in units of A/NA. The magnification is unity and no

defocus has been used.

The intensity at the edge of a feature in projection printing is in the range of 25% to 30%. For

example, at the edge of a 0.8 transparent feature width, the intensity level is roughly 25.4% for a partial

coherence factor of 03. At the same edge, increasing the partial coherence factor to 0.7, increases the

intensity level to approximately 29.4%. Placing a transparent defect in proximity to this edge will effect

the intensity level. The governing equation for the composite intensity is dependent on the intensity

contribution of the defect on the intensity contribution of the feature, and on the effective mutual

coherence u^.

22. Calculating the effective mutual coherence parameter, u^

The effective mutual coherence parameter is dependent on the polarity of the defect For a tran

sparent defect near a transparent feature,

which follows from

/<.=/, +2uv/V(rV77+/rf

where the subscripts d£and c represent defect feature, and composite, respectively. For an opaque

defect near an opaque feature,

which follows from

/c=//-2u<//V5^7+/<f



Values for u^ are dependent on the observation point and, by convention, have been calculated at the

intersection of the feature edge and the perpendicular to the feature edge that passes through the center

of the defect

The derivation of the equation for Ic is based on the electric field contributions from the defect

and feature. If the defect or feature is opaque, we treat it as a transparent defea or feature, taking the

negative of the electric field contribution for a transparent defect or feature. For instance, an opaque

defect situated within a transparent feature yields:

Ie={Ef-Ed?

I^Ef-TEfEj+Ea2

Recalling that the intensity is the square of the electric field and introducing u^ to handle the cross

term yields:

Ie=If-%Ltfftf'yin+td

In Figure 2, Neureuther, Flanner, and Shen plotu^ versus defect center to line edge distance for

when the opaque defect lies outside the opaque featurefl]. The alternate situation is when a transparent

defect is situated within the opaque feature. For the two cases when sigma=03 and when sigma=0.7,

the magnitude of u^ is near unity when the defect is near its edge (Figure 3). For the situation when

the defect is transparent V^a never gets to a maximum magnitude of 1. Also, the rolloff off \i^s as the

defect moves away from the edge of the feature is different for both cases. Nevertheless, both curves

appear to follow the mutual coherence function given by theVan Cittert-Zernike theorem[2]:

/i(v)
Hi2(*i2)=2--—

where

V ~\7JNA\

23. Calculating linewidth variation

Since the nominal linewidth will be in the vicinity of the feature's edge, we will observe the vari-



ation in the intensity contour for the edge of a sole feature. For a sigma of 03, the intensity at the edge

of a sole feature =0.25433 (Figure 4). For a sigma of 0.7, the intensity atthe line edge is 0.29375 (Fig

ure 5). In both cases, for adefect situated within a feature, as the defect moves away from the line edge

the variation drops off (Figures 6 and 7). For large sigma (i.e. sigma =0.7), the linewidth variation is

slightly smaller and rolls off faster with distance, as should be expected from the behavior of u^f.

In Figure 8, we see that the two points generated for the opaque defect case using the 2D pattern

simulation program fit well onto the curves for the case where a transparent defect is touching outside

the feature. These results are readily verified by using the following governing equations are:

<3>U

A/. 2 -^^-^"*

The threshold intensity /, is the intensity at the feature edge and Id is the intensity at the edge of an

isolated defect The value of V/^T in this formulation is the magnitude of the peak electric field for an

opaque defect which is the equivalent to the magnitude of the electric field for a transparent defect The

intensity slope at the line edge has been characterized previously [1] as ("Tv") '0.7 s 2.9- 1.3a and gives

1.99 for o=0.7. Using the third equation to verify out simulated values for AL, gives us

ALo2ttP^P-OJ061
1.99

This calculated value also falls right on the curve for the 0.2 A/NA transparent defect verifying the

results of our two dimensional simulation. The fact that the points for the opaque defect case fall right

on the curves for the transparent defect case is no surprise and is clearly evident from the way in which
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the electric field of the defect comes into the formulations.

3. The effects of a defect in a critical location

3.1. Introduction

Two examples of defects in critical locations were used to investigate the anticipated increased

tendency of defects to print The two cases studied were an opaque defect between two opaque features

and a transparent defect between two transparent features. Normally, greatest linewidth variation occurs

when the defect is touching the feature. However, a defect positioned at the midpoint between two

features can potentially effect the image nearboth features, as well as in the gap between, thus produc

ing enhanced effects.

3.2. The transparent defect touching inside one of two transparent features

For a transparent defect touching inside one of two transparent features, intensity plots reveal that

as the defect gets larger, the shift in intensity contours near the line edge increases. However, the max

imum intensity remains close to 100% and the minimum intensity remains below 15% (Figure 9). Simi

lar results were observed for the case where a transparent defect is touching a sole transparent feature

where a 17% intensity perturbation is observed, producing a significant linewidth variation (Figure 10).

The substantial intensity perturbation is due to the coherence interaction. The coherence interaction is

indeed dramatic when we compare this intensity perturbation of 17% to the intensity perturbation of 3%

for an isolated defect (Figure 11).

33. The transparent defect exactly between two transparent features

For a transparent defect exactly between two transparent features, the intensity plots of Figure 12

reveal that as the defect gets larger, the minimum intensity level increases, attaining a level as high as

25% for a .4 A/NA defect This increase in 7,^ will be another factor effecting the development of the

resist as we shall soon see. No substantial shift in intensity contours was observed near the line edge

for defects less than .25 A/NA in width, revealing that the intensity curve does not roll off as fast as

when the defect is touching due to the lower u^.



3.4. The opaque defect touching inside one of two opaque features

Considering the opposite polarity, we found that an opaque sole defect of 0.2 A/NA produced an

intensity minimum of approximately 70%, corresponding to a perturbation of approximately 30% (Fig

ure 13). This result is not at all surprising because our equations for Ie predict such behavior. Taking

the background as an intensity level of 1,and treating theelectric field of an opaque defect as the nega

tive of the electric field of a transparent defect yields:

*d(opatpu)~ (1"~ y*d(tmtupamay

Giving us an intensity /d(<,p<v«)=0.68 which is a 32% perturbation from the background intensity of 1.

We might anticipate that the large intensity perturbation will in some way lead to greater difficulty with

opaque defects in critical locations.

For the case where an opaque defect was touching inside one of two opaque features, the inten

sity plots of Figure 14 reveal that as the defect gets larger, the shift in intensity contours near the line

edge increases. Also, as the defect gets larger, the maximum intensity decreases, attaining a level as

low as 75% for a 3 A/NA defect Here, we note that besides a shift in the intensity near the line edge,

a dampening of the maximum intensity is observed, a condition that will contribute to the resist

development.

3.5. The opaque defect exactly between two opaque features

For the case where an opaque defect is positioned exactly between two opaque features, the inten

sity plots of Figure 15 reveal that as the defect gets larger, the shift in intensity contours near the line

edge increases. Also, as the defect gets larger, the maximum intensity decreases, attaining a level as

low as 80% for a .2 A/NA defect Here, we note that the shift in intensity level at the line edge and the

dampening of /„„, are more pronounced than in the previous case. This reduction of /„„ will have

important consequences in resist dissolutions, which will be considered in the next section.
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4. Resist profiles

4.1. Introduction

The resist development simulator SAMPLE was used to observe the effects of defects in the

development of the photoresist Typical parameter values used in the profile simulations are: A, = 0.5,

Mi =0.5, and ct=0.7. The resist thickness was 0.818 microns and typically the develop would break

through the resist within 30 to 40 sees of the total development time. Figure 16 is the input file for all

parameters used in the simulation. An example of the resultant output profile is shown in Figure 17A.

From these resist profiles, we then plotted the variation in linewidth ofmthe 60sec contour against vari

ous intensity contours to see if the intensity profile would be sufficient for predicting the effects of

defects.

42. The transparent defect touching inside one of two transparent features

An example of the resist profile for a transparent defect touching one of two transparent features

is shown in Figure 17B. When the location of the line edge versus intensity contours is plotted as in

Figure 18, the line edge location follows the 10% contour, meaning that for this particular case, the

resist development was solely dependent on intensity threshold. Simulations reveal that resist does

remain on the wafer for defects as large as .4 A/NA (Figure 17Q.

43. The transparent defect exactly between two transparent features

An example of the resist profile for a transparent defect exactly between two transparent features

is shown in Figure 19A. For this case, the line edge location follows the 10% contour for defects as

large as 2 A/NA before deviating, as shown in Figure 20. Clearly, for defects as large as .2 A/NA, the

line edge location is solely dependent on the threshold intensity. However, as the defect becomes

greater than .2 A/NA, the threshold resist dissolution is more forgiving than the 10% contour. Substan

tial toploss does not occur until the defect becomes large than 33 A/NA, as is clearly depicted in Figure

19A through Figure 19F.



4.4. The opaque defect touching inside one of two opaque features

For the case where an opaque defect is touching one of two opaque features, our concern is

whether the defect will interfere with the develop breaking through the resist For small defects, the

develop did break through the resist However, for defects greater than 25 A/NA, the 60sec contour

could no longer break through to the substrate as is clearly shown in Figure 21. Plotting the line edge

location versus various intensity contours reveals that the line edge location follows the 15% contour

for defects as large as 2 A/NA before deviating upward, as is shown in Figure 22. Recall that for the

transparent case, the line edge location deviate downwards from the intensity contour, reflecting the fact

that transparent defects are more forgiving. Here, the deviation upwards reveals that opaque defects are

more damaging than would be indicated by merely tracking an intensity contour. The reason for the

deviation stems from the fact thatthe maximum intensity /„„ has been dampened substantially.

4.5. The opaque defect exactly between two opaque features

For the case where an opaque defect is exactly between two opaque features, we found that the

develop would break through for only very small defects. When the defect became larger than approxi

mately 0.17 A/NA, the 60sec contour no longer could reach the substrate as is illustrated in Figure 23.

In other words, a defect as small as 21% of the feature width will print causing the develop not to

break through the resist Plotting the line edge location versus various intensity contours reveals that

the line edge location follows the 15% contour for defects as large as .12 A/NA before deviating

upward, as is shown in Figure 24. The deviation from the intensity contour begins at a smaller defect

size because the damaging effect from the dampening of/„,» is even more pronounced than in the pre

vious case, since the opaque defect is now positioned exactly in the center. Clearly, the opaque defect

exactly between two opaque features is the worst of the four cases because this case will begin to print

defects at a smaller defect size than in the previous cases.

5. Conclusion

For optical projection printing, the polarity and proximity of defects to features produce coher

ence effects that would cause defects to print that we would normally not expect to print The polari-
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ties issue reduces to two cases: (1) a transparent defect against an opaque background near a line edge

and (2) an opaque defect against a transparent background near a line edge. We have determined that

the effective mutual coherence parameter u^ is near unity about the line edge, confirming that the

coherence effect is most prevalent at the line edge. We have also determined that the linewidth varia

tion is independent of polarity for defect sizes less than .12 A/NA in width.

In examining the issue of a defect in a critical location, namely between two features, we must

remember that there are two contributions in determining the printability of defects. The first contribu

tion comes from the shift in the intensity threshold near the line edge. The second contribution comes

from the perturbation of the intensity extremum for each given case. These intensity extrema then play

a role in line edge positions caused by the dissolution phenomena. For transparent defects, the dissolu

tion process is a forgiving effect allowing larger defects not to print than would be expected from

intensity contours, and resulting in little top loss. For opaque defects, the dampening of the maximum

intensity is a damaging effect causing smaller defect to print than would be expected from intensity

behavior at the line edge. As a result we find that for the transparent case, defects as large as 33

A/NA are tolerated, yet for the opaque case,defects as small as .17 A/NA will print
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no defect between features

10% level at 0.544
30% level at 0.400
50% level at 0.306

0.320 0.640 0.960 1.200 1.600
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